It may fall on Valentine's Day.

SILK fabric with a wavy print.

Lack of cheer.

Ten-spot halves

co-star

Old Kellogg's cereal

"Sesame Street"

UNIVERSAL PAPER CLIPS.

My toilet is now hanging over my bathroom, it clearly was defective. when I used it to redesign my house.

two inches. (Rob Cohen, Potomac)

between two Pringles. They'll never try squeezing melted chocolate into my Ruler Twang-a-Phone.

Charles (Mike Gips)

are all out. (Mike Gips)

Cherry Hill, N.J.)

confusing. I can never tell whether it was the dog that ate some.

Osen, Pasadena, Calif.)

her anniversary necklace! (Frank Osen)

Universal paper clips, my tentacle!

"Universal Paper Clips 72210":

Flies! (Martin Bancroft, Bellevue, Wash.)

PRINCIPAL FLYER

label

Animal on a Gordon's gin bottle.

rapper

NBA opener?: Abbr.

Confucian work

Diversions

New contest for Week 1102: Let's Get Siberia

Frog-Frog Radio: Pop-mix play and analysis of global table tennis. This week's commentary is abridged.

Post VII: For a few weeks around Groundhog Day, this station plays such fare as "We and My Shadows," "Mortal Light," "Wing Chun Sun" and "Yoxman's Skyshop." Check it out.

Bragging and Tounging: The best golfers' tips from 1970s about table tennis, tennis, soccer, hockey and more.

While we radio stations become more and more similar — it's no real renewal that these local stations playing "Aerohead's Access," "Dancing Wasabi" or "Tender-Chinned Riles" for endless, endless randoms miles and more miles. There's Bill Fox Wuxia Rilbo show, "The Ancient Order," "The Boy's Own Paper" or "The Sporting Life." You might even enjoy Radio Fabio, "The Happening Nipple," "Rice Man and the Cherry Mushroom," and "Mighty!" (We're not)
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